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 The Fantom-G live system is a next-generation console engineered for live performance and recording, featuring a large monitor, instant recall, unlimited connectivity and tons of amazing new features. The Fantom-G features Roland's new intuitive companion app and system firmware, and powerful EQ and filter curves that allow you to tweak to your exact taste. Unmatched live performance control
and instant recall allow you to build, tweak, and record live sets, on the fly, with a true analog feeling. The magnificent Fantom-G live system is the ultimate concert experience. Build your own stages and change and shape your performance like never before. Get ready to be transformed into an artist . Fantom-G: Live Performance in a New Era The Fantom-G is a live console and workstation with

professional performance, recording, MIDI, digital effects, and digital audio interfaces. The Fantom-G is a real-time performance system that lets you connect and manage your gear via the Roland Internet Platform. The Fantom-G is a musical instrument built for live performance with: An impressive interface that allows you to directly navigate your gear A legendary sound engine with over 70 DSP-
powered instruments to support your signature sound Intuitive controls and easy operation for the first-time user and expert alike Built-in effects and DJ controls with a new waveform display and DJ FX lane Unrivaled control over your performance The Fantom-G is the next generation of Roland's award-winning technology, including Roland's first 8-bit, 8-channel, 100mm deep (flat) hybrid console.

Available in four sizes - 32," 48," 64," and 96," the Fantom-G is one of the largest systems ever created for live performance. Fantom-G and Performance The Fantom-G is designed to be the most powerful and luxurious live workstation in Roland history. The large 22" (56 cm) X 26" (66 cm) monitor allows you to see and hear your performance across the entire stage. The luxurious hardware and
stunning screen resolution lets you see and hear your performance at a level not before possible. The Fantom-G will take your music, art, and passion to a new level. The system boasts a large 10.1" (26 cm) monitor with 2,048 x 2,048 resolution that can support 4K content and will be sure to meet 82157476af
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